
Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has been widely 
noted as the worst global health challenge 
faced for a century. Healthcare systems across 
the world have been gravely impacted and 
progress of global sustainable development 
goals (SDGs) threatened. The COVID-19 
pandemic was not the first, and certainly not 
the last, global health emergency. Therefore, 
it is important for future responses to address 
the shortcomings of past experiences. Oral 
healthcare systems (OHCS) have consistently 
been overlooked in global health responses 
and awareness of global health challenges 
amongst the dental community is limited. 
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated 
the invaluable contribution of OHCS, and the 
important role dental healthcare professionals 
(DHCP) can play in any global health 
emergency. Hopefully it sets a precedent 
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 ¾ Highlights the importance of incorporating 
oral health care into universal health coverage

 ¾ Informs of the implications of COVID-19 on 
dental care

 ¾ Reflects on the limitations of government 
action on dental services

 ¾ Provides insight into future considerations 
in preparation for subsequent global health 
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‘ Dental practices 
have been reported 
to operate at less 
than a quarter of 
pre-COVID-19 
capacity’

for future global health challenges and 
strengthens the integration of oral health and 
global health.

Background
The World Health Organisation (WHO) 
announced a global public health emergency 
on 30 January 2020 after the emergence of a 
viral pneumonia outbreak.1 The infectious 
agent was identified as a novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19) and a pandemic was declared 
on 11 March 2020.2 DHCPs were identified 
as having higher exposure to contagion and 
infection transmission, as a result of close 
contact with the patient’s oral cavity and the 
presence of bacteria and viruses in aerosols 
created by dental instrumentation.3 Due to 
this increased exposure, DHCPs were claimed 
to be at high risk of acquiring COVID-19 or 
becoming carriers of the virus and spreading 
it.4 To minimise infection risk, on 25 March 
2020, UK dental practices were ordered to 
suspend all routine and non-urgent dental 
care, and establish a remote urgent care 
service to provide telephone triage using 
the AAA protocol (advice, analgesic and 
antibiotics). The patients for whom this 
approach was ineffective were referred to 
urgent dental care centres (UDCC) for dental 
intervention. Many DHCPs volunteered to 
help the response and were redeployed across 
NHS services. As of 8 June 2020, dental 
practices reopened and were able to provide 
routine treatment under COVID-19-related 
safety measures, but have had to deal with 
severe financial repercussions and backlog of 
patients requiring routine dental care.5

Global health and oral health
The COVID-19 pandemic has had staggering 
social and economic costs, exacerbated 
existing inequities, as well as having a 
profound impact on global healthcare 
systems.6 The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development, adopted by all United Nations 
(UN) Member States in 2015, aims to 
improve global healthcare through targets 
ranging from reducing poverty and non- 
communicable disease (NCDs) to achieving 
universal health coverage (UHC). Although 
global leaders were already off-track to 
deliver the SD Goals by 2030, the COVID-19 
pandemic has stalled the progress further and 
threatens the achievements already made.7

The WHO recently released a COVID-19 
strategic preparedness and response plan for 
the upcoming year,8 in which they reflect 
on what we have learnt from the pandemic 
response and they translate this into future 

response planning. It is important for global 
health efforts to be efficient and resilient, 
such that they reflect the evolving needs and 
emerging challenges of the health crisis. In 
order to do so, it is pivotal to learn from past 
experiences. The COVID-19 pandemic was 
unprecedented in many ways, but it most 
definitely was not unexpected.

Historically, there have been numerous 
past and ongoing global health crises – the 
HIV pandemic, H1N1 pandemic and the 
Ebola epidemic in West Africa – all of which 
had profound impacts on global systems and 
also provided pivotal learning experiences.

The COVID-19 pandemic response serves 
as a stark reminder that even the most resilient 
health systems can be overwhelmed, therefore 
highlighting the importance of strengthening 
national healthcare systems. Any global crisis 
effort requires coordinated multi-sectoral 
actions at global, national and regional levels9 
across all public health systems, including oral 
healthcare systems. Oral health has always 
been an overlooked aspect of global health. 
Oral diseases are mostly preventable, yet are 
rampant across all countries and affect 60-90% 
of the population.10 Oral health was omitted 
from the SDGs, despite oral diseases being 
closely linked to SDG 3 and sharing common 
risk factors with NCDs.11 The UN took a step 
in the right direction when they recognised 
oral diseases as a major global health burden 
and oral health was included in the Political 
Declaration on UHC.12 However, despite 
UHC gaining considerable momentum and 
becoming a priority area in reaching SDGs, 
oral health has been mostly absent from 
the UHC discussions, with limited progress 
made in addressing global oral diseases. The 
importance of strengthening the integration of 
oral health into UHC has been strongly urged, 
as well as the inclusion of OHCS in essential 
healthcare.13,14
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Impact of COVID-19 on dental care
The COVID-19 pandemic has had catastrophic 
impacts on the National Health Service (NHS) 
and caused severe disruptions to the provision 
of dental services, as well as access to dental 
care. In our opinion, the response seriously 
overlooked and mishandled NHS dentistry, 
resulting in devastating impacts on oral health 
and sustainability of dental practices.

Access to dental care
The closure of dental practices severely limited 
access to dental services, with reports showing 
that access to dental care has more than halved 
and 19 million fewer dental appointments 
have been undertaken. The implementation of 
COVID-19 restrictions to assist the opening 
of dental practices has significantly reduced 
the capacity to treat patients. This is largely 
due to the need for infection control measures, 
namely the introduction of fallow time between 
appointments, as well as the time required 
to comply with PPE requirements and social 
distancing measures. Dental practices have been 
reported to operate at less than a quarter of 
pre-COVID-19 capacity. The restricted access 
of dental services has resulted in a substantial 
backlog of patients requiring essential dental 
care. Dental services must grapple with 
balancing routine treatments and urgent 

care, and are essentially 
chasing the tail-end of oral 
healthcare needs to clear the 
excess demand for dental 

treatment.15

Oral health 
impact
With urgent care 
having taken 
priority since 
the pandemic, 

routine care 
and prevention 
have been grossly 
neglected.16 
Concerns were 
raised about an 
impending oral 
health crisis, 
which was 

later confirmed by 
reports of patients 
carrying out DIY 
dentistry17 and dental 

problems progressing 
into long-term 
complications. For 
example, untreated 

dental problems, initially deemed as non-
urgent – such as loss of a restoration – have the 
potential of progressing into further decay and 
pulpal involvement, and eventually at risk of 
becoming unrestorable.15 Additionally, routine 
dental care is also vital for oral cancer screening 
and diagnosing it at an early stage. Reports 
have shown cancer referrals have decreased 
since the pandemic, highlighting the potential 
risk of oral cancers being undiagnosed.18 
Furthermore, there has been a stark increase 
in remotely prescribed antibiotics, due to the 
AAA protocol implemented. This has caused 
serious oral health ramifications and wider 
health implications, with patients having 
been reported to return with pain or further 
swelling since the root cause of the dental 
problem was not addressed. Alongside this, the 
over-prescription of antibiotics has accelerated 
antimicrobial resistance, which is already a 
major public health burden and one of the 
biggest threats to global health.19

Financial implications
The COVID-19 pandemic has seriously 
questioned the financial stability of NHS dental 
services as a whole. NHS and private dental 
businesses in particular have been under 
vast monetary pressures, with a continuing 
struggle to balance the safety and provision 
of dental care. Initially, support was only 
available for dental practices offering NHS 
treatment. However most dental businesses 
are mixed - providing NHS and private work 
– and therefore, this posed significant financial 
constraints for the private component of these 
practices. Wholly private practices especially 
suffered, with many finding it nearly impossible 
to keep afloat, mainly due to loan repayments 
and PPE costs.20 Dental unions have since 
relentlessly lobbied to get the private dental 
sector’s voice heard, and to be included in 
fiscal support measures.21 Furthermore, dental 
practices have been faced with an increase 
in punitive NHS activity targets, burdening 
practices with severe financial pressures and 
compromising their sustainability.22

Dental workforce response
With dental practices ceasing all routine care, 
there was a freed capacity of a highly skilled 
dental workforce to provide much needed 
support to the wider COVID-19 response. 
An army of DHCPs rose to the challenge to 
support the pandemic response efforts and were 
redeployed to assist frontline care services and 
take on auxiliary roles beyond their usual scope 
of practice.

This included working in UDCC, local 

authorities and voluntary services. Moreover, the 
dental workforce also made flexible use of their 
non-dental clinical skills. Many volunteered to 
support NHS Test and Trace, which required 
considerable personnel resources and was 
integral for controlling the spread of the virus. 
Additionally, once vaccinations emerged, 
DHCPs were also called upon to support 
the mass vaccination efforts and established 
themselves as key members of the immunisation 
workforce.23,24

Shortcomings
The government was faced with many 
difficult decisions and there was a period 
of uncertainty for the dental sector. 
Although there were regular updates by 
Public Health England, there was a lack 
of clear communication, guidance and 
support. First and foremost, there was grave 
miscommunication by the WHO which stated 
in their guidance that routine dental care 
was regarded as non-essential, yet conversely 
emphasised the importance of effective 
prevention during the pandemic. The term 
‘non-essential’ was later reworded to ‘non-
urgent,’ however there was still an upheaval 
about the possible misinterpretation of the 
guidance, its inapplicability to the UK setting, 
and the lack of clarity regarding the definition 
of essential dental services.14

Further ambiguity was witnessed in the 
failure to provide clarity on the key worker 
status of the dental sector. Despite the dental 
workforce eventually being included in the 
definition of essential workers, they still faced 
challenges in being recognised as critical 
workers and were overlooked in government 
support efforts.15 Overall, the pandemic 
response has gravely undermined the 
sustainability of the dental sector, alongside 
the detrimental impact of the pandemic on 
oral health.

‘ Despite the 
dental workforce 
eventually being 
included in the 
definition of 
essential workers, 
they still faced 
challenges’
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With the potential global and national 
resurgence of COVID-19, there will be 
imminent pandemic-related limitations and 
challenges that will impact the delivery and 
access to dental services.25 There needs to be a 
better understanding of oral health implications 
during global and national health challenges. 
The dental profession needs to be adequately 
supported to effectively respond to the needs of 
patients, and more importantly, to appropriately 
recuperate from their financial burdens.

Future considerations
The COVID-19 pandemic can be seen as a vital 
opportunity to reform dentistry. OHCS should 
not be treated in isolation from mainstream 
healthcare systems. Oral health care must be 
included as essential healthcare and DHCPs 
viewed holistically as part of the wider 
healthcare workforce. A more integrated model 
of care is required, with OHCS cognisant of 
global health responses.26

Conversely, it is also important to increase 
global health awareness within dentistry. 
Currently there is limited implementation of 
global health learning in dental education.27 
It can be beneficial to include global 
health teaching as continual professional 
development (CPD), as well as within the dental 
undergraduate curriculum. It is imperative that 
DHCPs have the knowledge and understanding 
of global health concepts to be able to manage 
the continually evolving nature of COVID-19 
and the eventuality of future global health crises.

Conclusion
Oral diseases are a major global health concern, 
yet oral health is a neglected area in global 
health. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought 
to light the negative impact global health crises 
can have on oral healthcare needs. There is an 
urgent call for increased funding to support 
the integration of oral health in sustainable 
healthcare models and protect populations’ oral 
health during global health challenges.

The pandemic has also highlighted the 
positive contribution of the dental workforce 
towards general health and public protection. 
Utilising the breadth of skills the dental 
workforce can offer in wider healthcare system 
efforts is imperative for strengthening the 
capacity to provide concerted and resilient 
responses.
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